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Under the background of Internet, electronic commerce can be developed in 
different days, the explosion of information makes people in social and business 
activities, and there is a confusion of information choice. How to let users faster and 
more accurate choices, the user wants to information, to provide users with better 
service have become the concern of the e-commerce providers. Luxury e-commerce is 
an emerging industry, is full of unlimited business opportunities, but also full of 
competition, be the key to success is to understand the needs of customers and 
maintain stable relationships with customers, using personalized recommendation 
technology to help improve user website sticky on luxury goods. This thesis 
introduces the personalized recommendation based on user behavior analysis of basic 
concept, main technology and so on. 
The personalized recommendation based on user behavior adopted by the main 
algorithm design and implementation. In view of the recommendation system 
real-time requirements, was proposed based on commodities features of clustering, 
will have the same properties assigned to the same class of goods. User clustering 
algorithm based on commodity clusters preference, will be the same or similar 
interests user assigned to the same class, improve the response speed.  
In this thesis, the luxury website personalized recommendation system rooted in 
user behavior are analyzed in demand, In view of the demand analysis, the result of 
the design to achieve the personalized recommendation system derived from user 
behavior. The system has been applied in the temple library now consignment co., 
LTD., the luxury of e-commerce sites. 
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这方面的研究，在国外起步较早。在 1995 年，Lieberman 项目组就首次利用




(1) My Yahoo 作为 Yahoo 推出的自己最早的个性化系统； 
(2) PHOAKS 和 ReferralWeb 被 AT&T 实验室所提出； 
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